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A. Read the passage.

Movies

Watching movie is a popular pastime nowadays. There are many different 

genres of movies, such as thriller, action, comedy, horror and romance. While we 

enjoy the movies happily, we seldom pay much attention to the film crew. Do you 

know the different roles and the time in movie production?

The most important role in filmmaking is the producer. He is the leader of the 

whole crew. He plans the whole production process and manages every role of the 

crew. If there are any arguments among the crew, he is responsible for solving the 

conflict and making the final decision. Apart from the producer, the director is also 

very important. He is responsible for deciding how each shot looks like. The director 

works closely with camera operators and artists to make each shot beautiful and 

eye-catching. Of course, every movie needs a screenwriter, who writes the story 

and the dialogue of the actors and actresses. Without the screenwriter, the movie 

will become fragments of short clips which does not make any sense. There are 

many other roles in a crew, such as costume designer, cinematographer, editor 

and music supervisor. Every role has their own specialty. On average, the making of 

a movie requires nearly 600 crew members! 

The film crew not only spends their best effort in 

making the film, but also a lot of time. The average time 

to make a Hollywood movie is more than two years. The 

longest time record used to make a movie is a stunning 

thirty-one years!

Next time, when you watch a movie, remember to 

pay more attention to the list of film crew and say a little 

thank you to them!
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a)	 For	questions	1-3,	blacken	the	correct	circles.	(6%	@	2%)

1. According to the passage, which of the following is the most important role of 

filmmaking?

  A. director   B. producer   C. screenwriter

2. Which of the following does NOT work closely with the director?

  A. costume designer  B. camera operator  C. artist

3. Who writes the story of a movie?

  A. director   B. screenwriter   C. cinematographer
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b)	 For	questions	4-6,	read	the	sentences.	If	it	is	true,	write	‘T’.	If	it	is	
false,	write	‘F’.	(6%	@	2%)

4. Romance is a genre of movie.

5. The director is the leader of film crew.

6. Making a film is fast.

c)	 For	questions	7-9,	answer	in	complete	sentences.	(9%	@	3%)

7. What is the director responsible for?

 

8. Apart from the story, what does the screenwriter write?

 

9. What is the longest time record for making a movie?
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B.	 Read	the	story	and	answer	the	questions.	Give	short	answers.	(12%	@	
2%)

The Best Animal Competition

Once upon a time, there was an arrogant monkey. He always boasted around 

that he was the best animal. The animals were annoyed and challenged it to a 

competition. The monkey responded, “Sure, why not? I am the best animal!”

     Three days later, the animals held the Best Animal Competition. Squirrel, 

who was the fairest of all animals, was the judge. The first round of the 

competition was to climb to the top of a big tree as fast as possible. The monkey 

won easily. The second round of the competition was to drink water using nose 

as fast as possible. The elephant, which was the only animal knowing that skill, 

won. Then, in the third round, the challenge is to swim across the river as fast as 

possible. Again, not knowing how to swim, the monkey lost.

     After losing two rounds, the monkey finally understood. 

It said, “I am sorry. I am not the best animal. Every animal has 

its own talent. Everyone can be the best animal!”
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10. Was the monkey arrogant?

11. What did the monkey boast it was?

12. When was the competition held?

13.  Did the monkey lose in the first round?

14. Which animal was the judge?

15. Which animal won the second round?
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C.	 Fill	in	the	blanks	with	the	correct	form	of	adjectives.	(8%	@	1%)

To some, geography is 16.  (interest) subject because 

there are many fun facts about the world. Let’s look at some of them!

Russia is 17.  (large) country in the world, while  

18.  (tiny) country is Vatican City. It is over 100 times  

19.  (small) Sha Tin!

Kola Superdeep Borehole is 20.  (deep) hole in the 

world. It is 21.  (deep) the Pacific Ocean. The locals claimed 

that you can hear screams from Hell from that hole!

Which is 22.  (long) river, the Nile or the Amazon 

River? If your guess is the Nile, you are right! The Amazon River is a little bit  

23.  (short) the Nile. 
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D.	 Rewrite	the	sentences	using	“when”	or	“while”.	(12%	@	3%)

I hurt my ankle. I played basketball.

24. 

Mr Hui worked. Mrs Hui cooked.

25. 

The teacher taught. The lights suddenly went off.

26. 

We did our homework. They watched TV.

27. 
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E.	 Fill	in	the	blanks	with	the	given	words.	(12%	@	1%)

and        so        because        but

The weather is hot 28.  humid today.

I read the book, 29.  I forgot its content already.

Peter was soaking wet 30.  he forgot to bring an umbrella.

We like to play badminton 31.  tennis.

Felix is crying 32.  he is bullied by Frank.

Mr Chan needed to wake up early, 33.  he slept early tonight. 

The rat ran away 34.	  it saw the cat.

I dried the clothes 35.  put them into my closet.

Eric was ill 36.  he didn’t go to see the doctor.

Amy studies hard, 37.  she did well in the exam.

Daniel left the room 38.  closed the door behind him.

I turned on the air conditioner, 39.	  I still felt hot.
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F.	 Fill	in	the	blanks	with	the	given	words	and	“must”.	(12%	@	2%)

apologise        hand        revise        be        leave        eat

You 40.  for the test before you can rest.

He 41.  now if he wants to be on time.

They 42.  for what they did.

I 43.  now. I am starving!

You 44.  in your homework tomorrow.

She 45.  shocked when she heard the news.

G.	 Fill	in	the	blanks	with	the	given	words.	(8%	@	1%)

from        on        against        to        for        in

Don’t lean 46.  the fence.

Get 47.  the train now!

I am buying a birthday present 48.  Kitty.

Mr Johnson came 49.  London.

Leo is looking 50.  Mr Chan.

We are looking forward 51.  summer holiday.

52.  1992, the first smartphone was invented. 

I am playing 53.  Thomas in the coming match.
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H.	 Look	at	the	pictures	and	write	the	sentences	using	the	given	words.	
(18%	@	3%)

Which is your favourite colour?

e.g. 

Where is Thomas now?

54. 

How is Karen feeling?

55. 

What are you doing?

56. 

When will the bus arrive?

57. 

Whose hair is the shortest?

58. 

My favourite colour is blue. blue

in	the	classroom

sad

play the piano

at noon

John’s	hair

- End of Paper -


